MINIMIZATION OF POWER LOSS IN RADIAL DISTRIBUTION NETWORK USING OPTIMAL FEEDER RECONFIGURATION AND DISTRIBUTED GENERATION ALLOCATION.
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ABSTRACT: Due to the radial nature of the distribution system (DS), real power losses are unpreventable due to a variable and unbalanced nature of load and high value of R/X ratio. For the efficient and inexpensive process of the distribution network, real power losses shall be minimized as much as possible. In this paper, the advanced technology is presented for the selection of optimum capacity and position of distributed generation (DG) accompanied by the optimal reconfiguration as an objective to minimize line losses. The meta-heuristic composite differential evolution (CoDE) algorithm is put forward for consideration of appropriate capacity and allocation of DGs in the presence of feeder reconfiguration of IEEE standard 33 and 69-bus DS. Furthermore, voltage at each bus and current carrying capacity in each branch are considered as the constraints at the time of evolution of objective function. In the correct conditions to find the best feeder reconfiguration and DG allocation, several case studies are well-thought-out to examine the superiority of the suggested technique. Furthermore, simulation results ensure the best accomplishment as regards to the quality of outcome and computational efficiency using the proposed algorithm.
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INTRODUCTION

Planning and Control of distribution system (DS) are more complex because the load is increased day by day and highly intermittent in nature. Generally, the notable quantity of real power loss ($\tilde{F}$R), more than 13% of the total generated power has appeared across the distribution network. Line losses in the distribution are varied for a fixed network configuration in case of an increase in load. Therefore, reconfiguration is accomplished to decrease $\tilde{F}$R losses of a distribution area. In the DS, feeder reconfiguration is explained as the altering of topological assembly of feeders by moving the position of the tie and sectionalizing switches where the load is uncertain. At the period when generation capacity is less than system demand, that makes the releasing of additional demand on the feeders and practically it is not possible. Therefore, actual value of voltage in distribution system is decreased beyond a certain limit and produces high $\tilde{F}$R losses and may cause interruption. So as to meet the required level of voltage, distributed generation (DG) is added into the distribution system (Rao et al., 2013). As yet, optimal site and size of DG units and optimum feeder reconfiguration are considered individually by many authors in the literature.

Minimization of real power loss and enhancement in voltage level through the use of the feeder reconfiguration is done by many researchers using different optimization methods. Rearrangement of sectionalizing and tie switches in DS was first suggested to utilize a branch-and-bound technique. A major limitation of such optimization technique is that it is time-consuming because the technique searches the order of 2$^n$ feeder reconfiguration, where n shows number of sectionalizing and tie switches. Furthermore, heuristic algorithm based on branch and bound technique proposed, which has the disadvantage that during feeder configuration simultaneous switching is not considered. A very simple formula for the calculation of loss reduction using feeder reconfiguration based on heuristic set of rules to reduce line losses was recommended. However, this method has the drawback that feeder reconfiguration depends on the initial status of switch and at a time only single couple of normally open (NO) and normally closed (NC) switching process is considered. Genetic algorithm (GA) based methodology is given by Nara et al. (Nara et al., 1992) for optimum feeder reconfiguration considering the reduction of real power loss. Other methods for optimal reconfiguration using meta-heuristic techniques include harmony search algorithm (HAS) (Rao et al., 2013), fireworks algorithm (FWA) proposed (Mohamed and Kowsalya, 2014), particle swarm optimization (PSO) (Yaprakdal et al., 2019) Cuckoo search algorithm (CSA) and modified PSO (MPSO) (Flaih et al., 2016).

Capacities of DG units inject near the load center typically between 200 kW to 10 MW. In the literature number of researchers proposed the various methods to allocate the best size and position of DG in
order to minimize $I^2R$ losses in recent years. Celli et al. (Celli et al., 2005) were suggested a genetic algorithm (GA) based method to optimize multi-objective functions to compute the appropriate site and capacity of DG units. Furthermore, a large amount of research on the optimization of DGs site and size to achieve minimum line losses is available in the literature. These include the analytical approach (Ayodele 2015), hybrid artificial bee colony (ABC) and artificial immune system (AIS), combination of ant colony optimization (ACO) and ABC (hybrid ACO-ABC) in (Kefayat et al., 2015). Moreover, few studies have been achieved for DG allocation along with optimal reconfiguration that includes fireworks algorithms (FWA) (Mohamed and Kowsalya, 2014), harmony search algorithm (HAS) (Rao et al., 2013), metaheuristic cuckoo search algorithm (CSA). This work presents the novel technique based on composite differential evolution (CoDE) (Wang et al., 2011) for finding the best capacity and position of DG along with optimum feeder reconfiguration subjected to minimize active power loss and enhancement of voltage profile. Moreover, standard 33 and 69-bus DS are considered to examine the superiority of the suggested method, also the output results are compared with the latest available research work.

The CoDE algorithm for determining the feasible decision vector is combined with the feasibility rule (Deb 2000) in this paper. Small to large distribution networks 33 and 69-bus distribution test systems are regarded to incorporate CoDE in conjunction with the technique of constraint. Almost in all the literature of optimal DG allocation and network reconfiguration problems, the penalty function method is suggested to test the violation of the constraint and the drawback of this approach is the choice of the penalty coefficient. A small penalty coefficient is over-exploring the infeasible area, which can slow the process of seeking feasible solutions and converge unnecessarily into an infeasible solution. Despite the large penalty coefficient, the infeasible area may not be investigated, leading to ultimate convergence. In this paper, feasibility rule constraint handling technique is combined with the CoDE search algorithm for finding the global optimal solution of DG and Network reconfiguration allocation problem. The results show that the CoDE, along with optimal reconfiguration compared to the methods in the literature, could find the global optimal solution of the DG allocation problem.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Load flow equations:** The feeder of typically distribution system (DS) is fed at one end only, consequently, $X/R$ ratio of DS is very low and connected load is always unbalanced. Therefore, variables of distribution systems are different during load flow analysis as compared to the transmission line and don’t converge efficiently using conventional power flow algorithms. In this work, power flow of the DS is calculated by using forward and backward sweep (FBS) technique (Ghosh and Sonam, 2008). In FBS technique, actual value of voltage and its angle at each bus are intended by means of simplified set of equations and derived from the one-line schematic representation as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Typical single-line diagram of radial DS

\[
P_j = P_i - P_{\text{Loss,ij}} - P_{ij}
\]

\[
Q_j = Q_i - Q_{\text{Loss,ij}} - Q_{ij}
\]

\[
|V_i|^2 = -2 (R_{ij} P_i + X_{ij} (Q_i + Y_{ij} |V_i|^2)) +
\]

\[
|V_i|^2 + \frac{R^2_{ij} + X^2_{ij}}{|V_i|^2} (P_i^2 + (Q_i + Y_{ij} |V_i|^2)^2)
\]

In Eq. (1) to (3) $P_i$ and $Q_i$ show active and reactive power flows out from bus $i$; $P_{ij}$ and $Q_{ij}$ are real and reactive power demand connected to bus $j$; $R_{ij}$ and $X_{ij}$ are the branch resistance and reactance. $P_{\text{Loss,ij}}$ and $Q_{\text{Loss,ij}}$ are the active and reactive power losses and given as

\[
P_{\text{Loss,ij}} = R_{ij} \frac{(P_i^2 + Q_i^2)}{|V_i|^2}
\]

\[
Q_{\text{Loss,ij}} = X_{ij} \frac{(P_i^2 + Q_i^2)}{|V_i|^2}
\]

The total amount of active losses ($P_{\text{T,Loss}}$) in the feeder is calculated by accumulation the power loss of each of the lines, say $n$ (total number of branches), and is given by:

\[
P_{\text{T,Loss}} = \sum_{ij=1}^{n} P_{\text{Loss,ij}}
\]

**Reduction of real power loss using feeder reconfiguration:** Optimum feeder reconfiguration means interchanging the position of sectionalizing and tie switches that gives the minimum $I^2R$ losses subject to fulfill the operating constraints, which include the current carrying capacity of feeder and voltage level of network. After optimal reconfiguration of distribution network, power losses $P_{\text{Loss,ij}}$ among the nodes, $i$ and $j$ can be calculated by using equation (7) and the total power loss, $P_{\text{T,Loss}}$ in the network can be calculated using equation (8)
\[ P_{Lossij} = R_{ij} \left( \frac{P_i^2 + Q_i^2}{|V|^2} \right) \]  
\[ P_{T,Loss} = \sum_{ij=1}^{n} P'_{Lossij} \]  
\[ \Delta P_{Loss} = \sum_{ij=1}^{n} P_{Lossij} - \sum_{ij=1}^{n} P'_{Lossij} \]

Reduction of real power loss using DG allocation: 
Optimum size and position of DG allocation give various positive impacts these include minimization of losses, improvement of voltage profile, releasing overloading of line, peak demand shaving, differed investment to upgrade transmission line and distribution networks. In this paper, DGs are able to supply only active power at unity power factor and are considered as negative \( P \) (active power) load. Let \( P_{DG} \) is active power generated by DG associated with bus \( i \), then load of bus deviate from \( P_{Li} \) to \( (P_{Li} - P_{DG}) \). Figure 2 shows typical radial distribution system when DG is allocated at \( n^{th} \) bus and add \( P_{DG} \) active power locally in the network, mathematically real power loss with DG allocation in branch \( ij \) is \( P_{Lossij}^{DG} \) given by 
\[ P_{Lossij}^{DG} = \frac{R_{ij}}{V_i^2} \left[ (P_i - P_{DG})^2 + Q_i^2 \right] \]  

Total power loss reduction \( \Delta P_{Loss}^{DG} \) with the addition of DG in the system can be calculated by subtracting the (4) from (10) and is given by 
\[ \Delta P_{Loss}^{DG} = \frac{R_{ij}}{V_i} \frac{P_{DG}^2}{P_{DG}^2} - 2P_iP_{DG} \]

If \( \Delta P_{Loss}^{DG} \) is positive, which indicates the power loss is reduced by DG allocation. On the other hand, if \( \Delta P_{Loss}^{DG} \) is negative which means DG allocation causes a higher power loss. In this paper, the reduction of active power loss is the objective function, which is specified by 
\[ \text{Minimize } f = \min \left( P_{T,Loss} + P_{T,Loss}^{DG} \right) \]
\[ \tilde{v}_{i,G} = \tilde{x}_{i+1,G} + F \cdot (\tilde{x}_{i+2,G} - \tilde{x}_{i+3,G}) \cdot F \cdot (\tilde{x}_{i+4,G} - \tilde{x}_{i+5,G}) \]  

(19)

From equations (15)–(19), \( F \) is a scaling factor, \( \tilde{x}_{\text{best}} \) is the best individual in \([1, N_p]\) current population and \( r1-r5 \) are dissimilar randomly chosen numbers from current population, also differ from \( i \).

**Crossover:** After the mutation operator, DE starts to perform binomial crossover, that is the selection between target vector \( \tilde{x}_{i,G} \) and mutation vector \( \tilde{v}_{i,G} \), to create trial vector \( u_{i,G} \), as

\[
u_{i,j,G} = \begin{cases} v_{i,j,G}, & \text{if } \text{rand}_j(0,1) \leq C_r \text{ or } j = j_{\text{rand}} \\ \tilde{x}_{i,j,G}, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

Where, \( j_{\text{rand}} \) is randomly selected integer nominated from \([1, D] \), \( C_r \) is a constant called crossover parameter selected between \([0, 1] \) and \( \text{rand}_j(0,1) \) is the generation of uniform distributed random number for each decision vector \( j \). If any decision variables \( u_{i,j,G} \) for the generation of trial vector \( u_{i,G} \) is out of range then it is rearranging as follows

\[
u_{i,j,G} = \begin{cases} \min \{u_j, 2L_j - u_{i,j,G}\}, & \text{if } u_{i,j,G} < L_j \\ \max \{L_j, 2U_j - u_{i,j,G}\}, & \text{if } u_{i,j,G} > U_j \end{cases}
\]

(21)

In Eq. (21) \( U \) and \( L \) are the upper and lower bound of decision space at \( i \)th population, \( j \)th dimension, and \( G \) current generation.

**Selection:** It is the process of selection among the parent solution \( x_{i,G} \) and trial vector \( u_{i,G} \), using binary crossover for the population of next generation

\[
\tilde{x}_{i,G+1} = \begin{cases} \tilde{u}_{i,G}, & \text{if } f(\tilde{u}_{i,G}) \leq f(\tilde{x}_{i,G}) \\ \tilde{x}_{i,G}, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

(22)

**Generation of trial vector and control parameter of code:** The performance of differential evolution mainly depends upon two components, first generation of trial vector \( U_{i,G} \) and second its control parameters (initial population size \( N_p \), scaling parameter \( F \), crossover parameter \( C_r \)). In the proposed composite DE (CoDE) (Wang et al., 2011) algorithm randomly combine three different values of control parameters associated with three trial vector generation strategy as shown in Figure 3.

**Three strategies for the generation of a trial vector are**

- **“rand/1/bin”**
  \[
u_{i,j,G} = \begin{cases} x_{i+1,j,G} + F \cdot (x_{i+2,j,G} - x_{i+3,j,G}) \text{if } \text{rand} \leq C_r \text{ or } j = j_{\text{rand}} \\ x_{i,j,G}, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

(23)

- **“rand/2/bin”**
  \[
u_{i,j,G} = \begin{cases} x_{i+1,j,G} + F \cdot (x_{i+2,j,G} - x_{i+3,j,G}) + F \cdot (x_{i+4,j,G} - x_{i+5,j,G}) \text{if } \text{rand} < C_r \text{ or } j = j_{\text{rand}} \\ x_{i,j,G}, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

(24)

- **“best/2/1”**
  \[
u_{i,G} = \tilde{x}_{\text{best},G} + \text{rand} \cdot (\tilde{x}_{i+1,G} - \tilde{x}_{i+2,G}) + F \cdot (\tilde{x}_{i+3,G} - \tilde{x}_{i+4,G})
\]

(25)

In the proposed algorithm, these three trial vector strategies are generated and randomly associated with three appropriate values of control parameters at each generation. The final \( \tilde{u}_{i,G} \) is selected by using feasibility rule (Deb, 2000)

**Application of code for optimum reconfiguration and DG allocation:** This segment defines the applications of CoDE in optimal reconfiguration and DG injection problem for the reduction of \( I^2R \) losses. Both DG allocation and reconfiguration of distribution systems are complex combinatorial optimization problems. So as to understand the implementation of DG allocation and feeder reconfiguration simultaneous, 33-bus distribution network is considered for simplicity. Initially, all possible radial structures of the system are produced randomly using (14) without violating the constraints. In the 33-bus network five normally open (NO) tie switches having line numbers from 33 to 37, which forms five fundamental loops \( L_1 \) to \( L_5 \) respectively, fundamental loops are given in equation (26) and 32 normally closed (NC) sectionalizing switches shown in Figure 4. Furthermore, at the time of initial population, assume that the buses at which optimal allocations of DG injection are 8, 22 and 24 as shown in Figure 4.

\[ L_1 = [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 37]; \]
\[ L_2 = [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 18, 19, 20]; \]

(26)
L₃ = [15 16 17 29 30 31 32 36];
L₄ = [8 9 10 11 21 33 35];
L₅ = [12 13 14 34];

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30 31 32 33 34 35 36

Figure 4. IEEE Standard 33-bus DS reconfiguration and DG integration

In order to show the best reconfiguration, only positions of NO switches need to be known. In the 33-bus system quantity of NO switches are five and hence the length of decision parameters in the first part of the solution is five. Whereas the second part is the optimal rating of DG injection at the optimal number of buses. Therefore, eleven decision variables for the simultaneous DG allocation and feeder reconfiguration, are formed as:

$$\hat{x} = (NO_5, NO_4, NO_3, NO_2, NO_1, B_9, B_8, B_7, R_9, R_{10}, R_{11})$$

(27)

Likewise, all the probable solution vectors are created and updated by using (14)–(22) without violating any constraints. Using the trial vector strategy pool and their corresponding randomly selected control parameter, the initial generated population is replaced by the new population at which power loss is minimum. The process is repetitive until the termination conditions are met. Flowchart of the suggested CoDE algorithm is shown in Figure 5 and pseudocode is given in Table 1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

So as to validate the successfulness of the CoDE algorithm, it is applied to various different study cases. It can be noticed from the literature review that, minimization of active power loss mainly based on optimum capacity and position of DG allocation. If large number of DGs are added into the system, it may not be feasible beyond the certain limit technically as well as commercially. Furthermore, cumulatively too large injection of DG power might increase the short circuit level of distribution components. It is therefore required to limit the number of DGs and their rating with past literature for the valid comparison. IEEE 33-bus and 69-bus standard DS are adopted for the simulation of three different study cases to validate the dominance of the suggested algorithm that includes

Case I: Only reconfiguration
Case II: Only with DG allocation
Case III: Simultaneous DG and feeder reconfiguration

In the subsequent sub-sections, simulation results of 33-bus and 69-bus test system are presented.

33-bus distribution system: Detailed data for a 33-bus DS is considered from (Baran and Wu, 1989), structurally this network comprised of 32 NC switches and 5 NO switches. The cumulative rating of active and reactive load demand on different nodes are 3.7 MW and 2.3 MVAR correspondingly. Output results and comparison with the past studies of 33-bus test system by means of CoDE method are summarized in Table 2.
Proposed CoDE Algorithm:

1. Input
   - \( D; \) /set the number of decision variable /
   - \( x_l^i \) and \( x_u^i; \) /set the lower and upper bound of decision variables /
   - \( N_p; \) /set population size
   - \( MAX_{Feval}; \) /set the maximum function evolution (stopping criteria) /

2. Initialization
   - \( t=1; \) /set the generation number /
   - \( x^i(t) \in \{1...N_p\}; \) /Randomly generate initial population between lower \( L \) and upper \( U \) bounds /
   - \( F_{pool}; CR_{pool}; \) /set CoDE parameters, pool of mutation factor \( F \) and cross over rate \( CR \) /

3. Evaluation
   - i. Evaluate objective function and overall constraint violation using eq. (13) of \( x^i; \)
   - ii. \( FEs=N_p; \) /FEs shows the number function evaluation /
   - iii. \( x^i_{t+1} = \emptyset; \) /pre-allocate the population for the next generation /

4. Main Loop
   - for \( i=1; N_p \) do
     - v. Generate three mutation vectors \( \xi_{1t}; \xi_{2t}; \xi_{3t} \) using Eqs. (15), (18) and (19);
     - vi. Generate three offspring \( \tilde{x}_{1t}; \tilde{x}_{2t}; \tilde{x}_{3t} \) are generated by using Eqs. (23), (24) and (25);
     - vii. Evaluate the objective function and constraint violation using \( \tilde{x}_{1t}; \tilde{x}_{2t}; \tilde{x}_{3t}; \)
     - viii. Select trial vector \( \tilde{x}_{1t}; \tilde{x}_{2t}; \tilde{x}_{3t} \) by applying feasibility rule (Deb 2000);
     - ix. Compare \( \tilde{x}_{1t}; \tilde{x}_{2t}; \tilde{x}_{3t} \) by using Eq. (22), and put better one for the next population \( x^i_{t+1}; \)
     - x. \( FEs = FEs + 3; \)
     - xi. /end for loop end /
     - xii. \( t=t+1; \)
     - xiii. if \( FEs \geq MAX_{Feval} \), then save the results
     - xiv. Otherwise go to iii.
Table 2 shows that, in case 1 of IEEE 33-bus test scheme, the proposed technique achieves minimum power loss along with UVDA (Bayat et al., 2016). The proposed algorithm CoDE in the study case 2 achieves the value of real power loss 72.63 kW, least among all. Furthermore, in case 2 cumulative rating of DG injection is 2.55 MW in the proposed algorithm whereas ACSA (Nara et al., 1992) algorithm selects more than 3.2 MW. Furthermore, due to an increase in DG size, overall efficiency of distribution system is increased. Though, there are few real-world limitations upon which large DG power injection such as increase in real power loss and higher installation cost. It is also clear from Table 2 that higher DG injection results in greater improvement in voltage profile. ACSA injects more DG output power than UVDA. However, it is easy to understand from Table 2 that the output results produced by UVDA (Bayat et al., 2016) are better than ACSA (Nara et al., 2016).

Moreover, in the simulation results of case 3 value of the objective function is 52.89 kW lowest among all other algorithms. ACSA injects more than 3 MW cumulative power of DGs which is about 90 percent loading of network. On the other hand, the proposed CoDE algorithm optimally injects only 2.55 MW of DGs cumulative power and optimally opened the sectionalizing switches in order to get the lowest power loss. In FWA (Mohamed and Kowsalya, 2014), sequential approach is selected for DG site and capacity, as said by that optimal network reconfiguration is implemented first and then optimal DG site and size is selected. It is also clear from the comparison shown in TABLE 2 that in case 3, at the same time optimum DG integration and feeder reconfiguration is more successful to reduce line losses compared to case 1 and 2.

The final network of DS after simultaneous DG integration and network reconfiguration of case 3 is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. Shows the voltage level of all study cases of IEEE 33–bus standard DS. It is easy to comprehend from Figure 7 that voltage waveform is best in case 3 compared to case 1 and 2. The convergence curve of proposed CoDE algorithm for the 33-bus test systems considering all the study cases is as shown in Figure 8, and it is clear from Figure 8, in which lowest value of objective function is achieved in case 3.
69-bus distribution system: Detailed data of 69-bus test DS is marked from (Savier and Das, 2007). This network comprised of 68 NC switches and 5 NO switches. Overall active and reactive power load demand on different nodes is 3.8 MW and 2.6 MVAr correspondingly. The comparison of output results with the past studies of 69-bus standard test system using proposed CoDE algorithm summarizes in Table 3.

In case 1, the CoDE method reduces real power loss compared to HSA, FWA, and ACSA from 225 kW to 98.59 kW. In case 2, the lowest total line losses of 62.43 kW are attained by the proposed CoDE method, whereas ACSA (Nguyen and Truong 2016) injects the largest value of DG. For the study case 3, the proposed algorithm minimizes real power loss up to 35.2 kW smallest among all algorithms along with the smaller value of DG injection compared to ACSA and UVDA algorithms. It is clear from TABLE 3 that case 3 is more effective as compared to case 2 and 3 for the enhancement of voltage level and minimization of active line losses. For case 3, the candidate buses at which optimal size of DG injections are 11, 64, 61 and best position of normally open switches are 70, 56, 69, 14, 61. Figure 9 displays the voltage level of all cases of 69-bus standard DS under study, it is also observed from Figure 9 that case 3 offers the best voltage level compared to all other cases. The sample of convergence curves of 69-bus test systems considering case 1, 2 and 3 are given in Figure 10. Figure 10 clearly shows that the minimum value of objective function appears in case 3 in comparison to other cases.
Table 3. Simulation Results and Comparison of IEEE 69-bus test system with Past Studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Cases</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Optimization algorithms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed CoDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 1 (Reconfiguration only)</td>
<td>Open switches</td>
<td>70, 56, 69, 14, 61, 69, 18, 13, 56, 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real power loss</td>
<td>98.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bus voltage min (bus)</td>
<td>0.9495 (61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2 (DG only)</td>
<td>Open switches</td>
<td>69, 70, 71, 72, 69, 70, 71, 72, 69, 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real power loss</td>
<td>62.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DG size kW (bus no.)</td>
<td>1705.9 (61), 380.8 (18), 463.2 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bus voltage min (bus)</td>
<td>0.9831 (64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3 (simultaneous reconfiguration and DG)</td>
<td>Open switches</td>
<td>70, 56, 69, 14, 69, 70, 17, 13, 58, 69, 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real power loss</td>
<td>35.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DG size MW (bus no.)</td>
<td>593.6 (11), 1066.6 (61), 495.5 (64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bus voltage min (bus)</td>
<td>0.9819 (61)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 9.** Comparison of voltage profile between cases 1, 2 and 3 of IEEE 69-bus test system

**Figure 10.** Convergence curves of all the cases of IEEE 69-bus DS
Conclusion: In this article, a new optimization method (CoDE) has been recommended for the optimum site and capacity of DG injection along with the best selection of switches for feeder reconfiguration. In order to show the superiority and effectiveness of the proposed method, it is applied to standard 33 and 69-bus IEEE distribution systems, considering the reduction of active line losses as the objective function. Furthermore, three different study cases for the reduction of objective function are simulated. The obtained results clearly show that the proposed technique has the ability to find global optimization value in all the study cases. It is also observed from the simulation results that, case 3 is more effective to decrease line losses and improve voltage associated with all other cases. The effectiveness of CoDE algorithm is validated by comparing it with the methods available in the recent literature. The simulation results have shown that using CoDE algorithm, best results are achieved compared with the results of ACSA, FWA, HSA, and UVDA in most of the cases.
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